We humans can engage in a complex repertoire of behaviours geared towards often far-removed goals. We have to override reflexive and habitual reactions in order to orchestrate behaviour in accordance with our intentions. These mechanisms are commonly referred to as "cognitive control processes," and their function is to control lower level sensory, memory, and motor operations for a common purpose ([@R42]). Processes associated with cognitive control are often highly dynamic and context dependent. They rely not just on the presented stimuli, but also on factors that are difficult to control and to observe for the experimenter, such as the participant\'s experience, trial history, motivation, and individual differences. These factors can vary on a trial-by-trial basis. This poses a number of problems for experimental scientists, who often rely on averaging data recorded over a substantial number of trials in the same circumstances to achieve a reasonable power for statistical analysis. Even though these variables are difficult to observe, it is widely accepted that the brain does use these types of variable. Thus, traditional experimental designs often allow only a limited view on the computational processes that underlie our behaviour ([@R14]).

The goal of the current paper is to introduce the model-based technique for studying cognitive control as it is recently being employed in neuroimaging to the wider audience of experimental psychologists. This technique allows the researcher to circumvent some of the problems mentioned above. The paper is divided up into two parts. In the first part we discuss the model-based approach in detail and focus on general methodological and interpretational issues. In the second part, we discuss some examples of applications of the model-based approach to problems of cognitive control. We focus specifically on data obtained from experiments with human participants, using as dependent variables behaviour and measures of brain activity associated with behaviour, such as event-related brain potentials (ERPs) and the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal that can be recorded using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).

The model-based approach {#s2}
========================

The solution adopted by the model-based approach is to construct an explicit computational model of the task the participant has to solve. This model should describe the transformation of stimuli to the observable behavioural responses and should contain the unobservable (i.e. latent) variables that affect this transformation. Variations in the estimated levels of the latent variables on each trial are then correlated with behaviour or neural activity ([Figure 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; see also [@R14]; [@R15]). The most well-known application of this type of model-based analysis is in studies of reward-based decision making, and we look at this application to describe the approach in more detail.

Behavioural studies have shown that reward-related learning depends on the predictability of the reward ([@R47]). Studies of the monkey dopamine system have shown that activity of midbrain dopamine neurons, which project to the ventral striatum, does not simply differentiate rewarded from unrewarded events, but codes the difference between expectations of reward and the actual reward that is received ([@R53]). This *reward prediction error* thus has a strong correlate in neural activity but its variations are difficult to observe in a standard "subtraction" design, simply comparing activity in two experimental conditions. It relies on the animal having a prediction of how rewarding a future event (e.g., action or stimulus) is likely to be, and this, in turn, is dependent on the animal\'s past reward history.

In the 1980s the insight that behaviour is determined by expectations about reward found its way into neural network models ([@R56]). Since then, the relationship between the predictions of these models and neurophysiological activity has become a viable topic of research. These models emphasize that when behaviour is determined by expectations of reward it is crucial to ensure that the expectations are revised appropriately when a previous prediction turned out to be wrong, as evidenced by the reward prediction error. The variation of the reward prediction error on a trial-by-trial basis can be estimated in a simple reinforcement learning model ([@R57]). In this class of models, the computational goal is to maximize the obtained reward. On each trial, the model makes a prediction about the value of the reward *V* associated with the state *s* it is in at time *t*, *V(s~t~)*, and updates this estimate of value for the next trial, *V(s~t~+1)*, on the basis of the prediction error at time *t*, *δ*~*t*~: where α is parameter determining the rate of learning, and the prediction error at *t*, δ~*t*~, is defined as the difference between the actual reward *R*~*t*~ and the expected reward *V*(*s*~*t*~): Figure 1.(a) Approaches to data analysis. The traditional approach (left) tries to directly correlate variations in stimuli and observable behaviour to variations in neural data, while the model-based approach infers latent variables in an explicit computational model based on the observable stimuli and behaviour and, in turn, correlates these variables to neural data. From "Understanding Neural Coding through the Model-Based analysis of Decision Making," by [@R14], Journal of Neuroscience, 27, pp. 88--180. Copyright 2007 by the Society for Neuroscience. Adapted with permission. (b) Processing pipeline for model-based analysis of neuroimaging data. The experimenter formulates a set of candidate models and gathers the experimental data (e.g., behaviour; blood-oxygen-level-dependent, BOLD signals; event-related potentials, ERPs; or motor-evoked potentials). Each model is than fitted to the data, and the models are compared using some model comparison technique, such as Akaike\'s information criterion (AIC) or Bayes factors. Inference is then based on the model that best explains the data. Adapted from [@R38].

The model can then be used to generate values of *V(s~t~)* and *δ*~*t*~ for each trial. *V(s~t~)* and *δ*~*t*~ can then be regressed against the behavioural data or to neuroimaging data to discover areas of the brain in which the BOLD signal varies parametrically with these quantities, trial-by-trial. This approach has been used extensively, and activity that correlates with *δ*~*t*~ has been found in the striatum and prefrontal and anterior cingulate cortex (see [@R46]; [@R51], for reviews).

Fit each model to the data {#s3}
--------------------------

Models often have a number of free parameters. Free parameters are variables that have to be set to a certain value in order for the model to be able to make predictions. According to the procedure advocated in [Figure 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"} ([@R38]), these parameters are fitted to the data before the model is used to predict trial-by-trial fluctuations in latent variables. In the case of the reinforcement learning model described above *α* can be regarded as a free parameter. This learning rate can differ between individuals and different learning environments ([@R3]; [@R11]). In most studies, the learning rate is kept constant over the course of the experiment.

Parameters can be fitted to both behavioural and neural data. However, a more common strategy for the analysis of neural data, such as fMRI or ERP data, is to fit the parameter to the behavioural data and use the resulting parameters for the model, which is then fitted to the neural data. Behavioural data might be less noisy, and thus fitting the parameters to these data might be preferable. This procedure of course relies on the assumption that all neural data and the behavioural data are fitted optimally by the same parameters, an assumption that might not always hold.

Comparing models: Which model accounts for the data best? {#s4}
---------------------------------------------------------

An important limitation of the model-based approach is that it does not allow inference beyond the model tested. Thus, it is possible to have a model that describes a significant amount of variance in the neuroimaging data even though this model is not the best description of the algorithm employed by the brain. Indeed, when fitting a single model, it is only possible to find evidence in favour of this model or not. This runs against the normal practice in science, to try to disprove one\'s hypothesis, rather than to simply try to find evidence in favour of it. To overcome this problem, rather than just fitting one potential model, there should be a set of different candidate models of how the brain solves a particular problem. Each of these models is than fitted to the data, and a model comparison technique is used to determine with model is best supported by the data. These techniques should not simply test which model explains the most experimental variance, but also take into account the complexity of the model. Models with more free parameters are penalized, since adding an extra parameter will normally explain more variance, even if the parameter is not plausible. Inference is then based on this "best" model or a combination of the "best" models ([@R8]).

Two popular model comparison techniques are information-theoretic selection based on Kullback--Leibler information loss and model selection based on Bayes factors (see [@R9]). The first class is often represented by Akaike\'s information criterion (AIC; [@R1]), which is an approximation of the log-evidence for a model. Bayes factors are computationally quite complex to calculate, but can be approximated by Bayesian information criterion (BIC). Both AIC and BIC are thus approximations for the true evidence in favour of a model. Based on empirical evidence, [@R34] suggest that BIC is biased towards simple models and AIC to complex models. One strategy to circumvent these problems is to only consider one model in favour of another if both AIC and BIC agree. Model selection techniques have recently found their way into the analysis of neuroimaging data (e.g., [@R35]; [@R50]).

Just as parameter fitting can be done with respect to either behavioural or neural data so can model comparison be done on the basis of just the behavioural data or the neural data. As an example of the former, in a recent study [@R36] were interested in the type of information monkeys can use to guide their decisions in a probabilistic reinforcement learning task. They formulated a number of models to predict a monkey\'s choice on each trial based on the past history of reinforcements and choices. A family of candidate models varied the length of reinforcement and choice histories that influenced the choice on a given trial. The authors then fitted each model separately to each monkey\'s data using maximum likelihood and used AIC to compare the different models. A number of recent neuroimaging studies have used a variant of the former approach by fitting different models to the behavioural data and regressing to the neuroimaging data only the parameters of the model that comes out "best" by reference to the behavioural data (e.g., [@R24]). Other studies directly compare models fitted to the neural data ([@R4]; [@R29]). Importantly, these studies do not just compare a strong candidate model to an obviously implausible model, such as using a model with and without learning parameters to assess neural contributions to a learning process, but test equally valid models that could all plausibly underlie the process of interest.

Although formally comparing different models is preferable to only fitting a single model, this still leaves open the possibility that the "best" model is not part of the candidate set. Indeed, it has been argued that the number of factors influencing any type of biological data is far too great to ever allow the specification of the "true" underlying model that generates the data ([@R8]). It follows that we can only ever reach a comparative conclusion. It might be argued that this puts the model-based analysis of neuroimaging data at a significant disadvantage to standard approaches, which might be more explorative in nature. However, more explorative studies can never hope to draw strong conclusions about the nature of the computation used by a neural system.

Which models to compare? {#s5}
------------------------

We saw in the previous section that, when using models to analyse behavioural or neuroimaging data, instead of just fitting a single model it is preferable to compare the performance of several models with one another. However, this does not mean that the model that is supported best by the data is always the best model from the researcher\'s point of view. The aim of fitting models is ultimately to discover how the brain carries out the computations that lead to participants' behavioural performance. For that to succeed, quantities in the model (parameters and components) must correspond in some way to quantities being computed over in algorithms implemented in neural circuits. Some elements of the model need not map in any obvious way onto neural circuitry; indeed the model may only capture some aspects of the algorithms that are actually being computed, but when a correlation *is* found between a model component and a neural signal, that is taken as evidence that the brain implements an algorithm that involves calculating over that component. For example, the correlation between the trial-by-trial prediction error δ in a simple reinforcement learning model and the BOLD signal in the striatum is taken as evidence that the relevant neural circuit implements an algorithm that calculates over trial-by-trial prediction errors (or something like them), amongst other quantities. In this section, we make a number of points that need to be considered for a model-based analysis and accompanying model comparison to successfully lead to insight into neural processing.

First, although model comparison techniques like AIC do penalize models for having more free parameters, they take no account of how likely it is that components of the model reflect aspects of the mechanism being studied (they are not designed to). Given free choice from the wide range of models that are a priori possible, the one that comes out best on the basis of model comparison might nevertheless have little empirical plausibility. The point is that model-based analysis should not be driven entirely by the specific data set in this way but instead it should reflect background knowledge about such factors as the model\'s anatomical plausibility and its success in predicting performance on related tasks. For example, [@R25] has emphasized the relationship between aspects of anatomy and certain computational models, and Rushworth and colleagues ([@R52]) argued for particular computational perspectives into visual and social learning partly because similar concepts have already proved useful in another domain---that is, that of reinforcement learning. Apart from using prior information in the formulation of models, it is possible to bias the model comparison process by means of formulating priors in order to give more weight to evidence in favour of certain models. Notice that this makes the model-based analysis approach more hypothesis driven, and less prone to overfitting of the data, than is sometimes assumed. We have already alluded to the importance of choosing plausible models for the comparison. Comparing a model only with respect to a number of neutrally implausible models does not lead to novel insight.

A problem arises when several plausible candidate models cannot be effectively distinguished by standard procedures for model comparison. For instance, the prediction error discussed above is under some circumstances similar to the "surprise" or Shannon\'s information ([@R41]; [@R54]) of a stimulus. If the models are very similar to one another---that is, when two different algorithms make very similar predications regarding the neural data---then there is a danger that the result of a model comparison will be driven by peculiarities of a particular data set, rather than facts about which model best captures the algorithms being computed. So the general conclusion can be made much more confidently than the specific one. Once compared to the range of alternative models that seem plausible given background knowledge, it is reasonable to conclude that the brain implements an algorithm that computes over something like surprise or prediction error---that some quantity of this general sort is one of the decision variables deployed in whatever algorithm is in play. A more specific conclusion, for example preferring a prediction error model over a surprise model, is necessarily much more tentative. One can argue that the problem of highly correlated predictions is precisely why the model-based approach is employed in the first place, since standard subtraction designs often predict the same pattern of behaviour or neural activity in a number of different comparisons. However, this does not mean that the model-based approach is immune to the problem of correlated predictions, and researchers should be careful in the conclusion they draw.

A third issue that arises is whether each component of a model should be expected to be found in neuroimaging data. For instance, although most studies on reinforcement learning focus on the prediction error, [@R3] focused on the learning rate *a*, and some authors have focused on the representation of the value weights (see M. X. [@R12]). However, typically not all components of a model will be found in the neuroimaging data. In most reinforcement learning studies, for example, neural signals related directly to the representation of the probability of each stimulus are not reported---indeed, they are not searched for. Rather, these studies only search for signals correlating with a computation performed on these estimated probabilities: the prediction error. We do not feel that the fact that not all of a model\'s components are represented in observable neural signals is a weakness of the model-based approach. Indeed, one of the advantages of a model-based approach is that models can abstract away from details to capture a general insight. In this respect, there is a disadvantage to making the model more complicated, which is that it may deliver less insight about which processes are most important. One aspect of this trade-off is reflected in model comparison tests like the AIC, which penalize free parameters; but such tests do not directly reflect the value of having a model that fails to fully describe the data, but which seems to capture an important underlying feature of the phenomenon. Asking which model best fits the data can obscure the more important point, which is that they both predict a lot of the variance in the data set, they both have good background plausibility, and they share a key structural feature in the similarity between surprise and prediction error.

Recent work in philosophy of science reinforces this point ([@R55]; [@R60]). One of the merits of model-based science is that practitioners can assess how well a model fits reality and can work on the internal coherence of the model itself, without having very much idea how some aspects of the model map onto features of the phenomenon being modelled. Contrast a theory or other direct representation of a phenomenon. Various properties are known about and measured, and their relationships are investigated. Boyle\'s law is a theory about how the pressure and volume of a gas are related. It gains empirical support by measuring pressure, measuring volume, and observing the relation between these quantities. By contrast, the reinforcement learning model gained some support from its fit to behavioural data, even before anyone had any idea how components like prediction error and learning rate mapped onto the neural mechanisms carrying out actual computations. The fact that the modeller can remain neutral about how features of a model are reflected in properties of the target system can be seen as an advantage of the strategy of model-based science ([@R27]), although the model\'s neural plausibility is important, as emphasized above. That advantage is undercut by a premature attempt to achieve a best fit between neuroimaging data and all the components of a very specific model.

[@R15] reflect the same motivation in their agenda-setting paper on the model-based analysis of decision making. Rejecting the idea that models should be taken as literal hypotheses about neural computations and embracing the notion that the computations carried out in neural circuits may differ from the details of the model, they say:

> This conservative stance frees us from the necessity of demonstrating that all elements of the model are plausibly implemented in the brain, and instead allows us to focus on our primary objective---identifying neural correlates of the key decision variables. (p. 467)

The remark is puzzling, since the strategy would only work in finding neural correlates if the key decision variables over which the model quantifies, or something similar, are indeed being computed in neural circuits. Rather than disclaiming any mapping relation between the model and the neural system that is its target, their remark is perhaps reflecting the fruitful neutrality that modelling permits about the relation between model and target. That allows Corrado et al. to remain neutral about how, or even whether, various aspects of a model will map onto computations performed in neural circuits, while still discovering how other aspects of the model (e.g., prediction errors) map onto the target system.

Interpretational issues: Neural algorithms and neural signals {#s6}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Informed by background knowledge about likely mechanisms, a comparative model-based analysis can yield conclusions about the class of algorithms that it is likely that the brain uses in performing a given task, including identifying neural structures or circuits that are involved in representing some of the quantities over which the algorithms compute. Model-based analysis can remain neutral about how, or even whether, some components of the model are realized in neural algorithms, while gathering evidence about the neural implementation of others. In this section we draw out and make explicit the assumption about how such algorithms are implemented in the brain, which underpins this inference.

[@R39] distinguished between computational, algorithmic, and implementational levels of analysis of a system. The computational level sets out some goal or function that is to be performed and outlines the logic or strategy by which it is carried out. For example, in reward-guided decision making the problem is to take as input a series of stimuli and outcomes and to produce as output the series of actions that maximize rewarding outcomes. A computational theory might further specify that the system chooses its actions based on the history of reinforcement of those actions. At the algorithmic level, a particular way of performing this computation is specified, for example in the algorithm for simple reinforcement learning, which is given by [Equations 1](#M001){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [2](#M001){ref-type="disp-formula"} above.[^1^](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} However, a problem now arises on any view, including Marr\'s, since the algorithm itself is multiply realizable in physical structures. Put in another way, there are many ways of implementing the same algorithm in neural circuits. An interesting example comes from the cognitive control literature, where a popular model of anterior cingulate cortex function models the activity in this brain region as the product of activity in neurons representing difference responses ([@R5]). Although it is unlikely that neurons literally compute a product, at the algorithmic level this model has proven extremely successful.

Multiple realizability emerges in many guises. The same algorithm could be realized in different neural circuits in different species, in differ individuals of the same species, in the same individual at different times through neural plasticity and learning, and in the same individual in different contexts. Nevertheless, we do find evidence of commonalities in the way various decision-relevant parameters are represented: The same neural circuits are often involved in a range of species (e.g., prediction errors in dopamine neuron-rich regions of the brain such as the ventral tegmental area in rats, monkeys, and humans; [@R17]; [@R49]; [@R53]), in a range of individuals, and within a given individual during the course of an experiment. When a neural correlate of a model parameter or component is found, then that vindicates the assumption against multiple realizability. For example, it has been found that the covert decision to add rather than subtract a pair of numbers that are yet to be viewed is sufficiently stably realized within an individual that their covert intention can be decoded from activity in medial and lateral prefrontal cortex ([@R30]). The correlation between a quantity in the algorithm and a neural signal is evidence that some neural algorithm is being realized that computes over that quantity (or something like it) and that each time the quantity is neurally represented, there is some detectable similarity in the specific pattern of brain activation that is produced. For instance, prediction errors could be multiply realizable within an individual in a way that would make them undetectable to fMRI. But it turns out that they are not: They are reflected in the BOLD signal. That result means that a whole series of nested assumptions can be maintained: •Representations of prediction errors rely on a common neural circuit each time they are computed in the brain.•The subset of neurons in that circuit involved in representing prediction errors make a detectable difference to cerebral blood flow, hence BOLD signal, against the background of other factors capable of making a difference, which are kept fixed or varied randomly between conditions.•The BOLD signal relates quantitatively to represented prediction errors in an approximately linear relationship.

The key point for our purposes is that, as a way of discovering the algorithms computed by the brain, the sensitivity of this method is superior to its specificity. If prediction errors were represented in some other way, for example by phase coding instead of rate coding, then it would be impossible to find evidence of them by recessing a model against the BOLD signal. But that would not licence a conclusion against such features of the model being represented and computed over. It would just mean that the neural signal we are using happens not to carry evidence of them.

Given, then, that a particular algorithm is implemented the same way in each case, the question arises whether we can say anything more about this implementation. It is important to realize that the system-level neuroimaging methods discussed here do not have power to make inferences at the level of individual neurons. Although we can conclude that the algorithm is realized the same way every time around, we cannot say with any confidence whether the relevant parameter is computed at the neural level in the same way as the researcher\'s model does. Additionally, one has to be careful to conclude that the component of the algorithm detected is actually computed in the regions identified, as BOLD seems to correlate better with the afferent input to a brain region and interneural activity within a regions, rather than its spiking output activity ([@R37]).

Applications of the model-based approach to cognitive control {#s7}
=============================================================

Beyond neuroimaging of reward-based decision making {#s8}
---------------------------------------------------

The model-based approach outlined above has recently started to be employed outside the context of reward-based decision making in which it became popular; both in terms of the methodology and in the terminology (see [@R52]). For instance, model-based approaches have recently been applied to study trial-by-trial modulations in behaviour and neural activity during motor preparation ([@R4]), associative learning ([@R19]), and social interactions ([@R2]). Consequently, it has been suggested that neuroimaging is moving from a strict focus on localization of function ("where") to more "how" type questions ([@R20]).

Researchers interested in cognitive control have often been at the forefront of employing computational models to understand brain function (e.g., [@R5]; [@R7]; [@R10]; [@R26]; [@R32]; [@R61]). However, although in the past investigators have tended to test whether the overall distribution of the data is as predicted by the model, they have rarely used trial-by-trial evaluations and formal model comparisons, as in some of the reward-based decision-making studies discussed above. Furthermore, although this model-based approach is becoming increasingly popular in fMRI studies, it has not yet achieved widespread application in studies employing more traditional psychophysiological methods, such as ERPs and motor-evoked potentials. As a case in point, reinforcement learning models have recently become a valuable tool for describing the behaviour of the error-related negativity, an ERP component associated with the processing of errors and subsequent behavioural adjustments ([@R32]; [@R33]), but these studies mostly compare model predications and data on a qualitative basis (e.g., M. X. [@R13]; [@R32]; [@R45]).

Recently, however, a more formal model-based approach has started to be applied to psychophy-siological data, such as data obtained using transcranial magnetic stimulation ([@R4]) and event-related brain potentials ([@R35]; [@R41]). In this section, we describe a number of example applications of the model-based approach to the study of cognitive control. The examples focus on behavioural, neuroimaging, and psychophysiological data and illustrate some of the issues discussed above regarding model fitting, model comparison, and interpretation.

Cognitive control and the anterior cingulate cortex {#s9}
---------------------------------------------------

The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) of the human brain is one of the primary foci of researchers interested in the neural correlates of cognitive control ([@R5]; [@R48]; [@R59]). Adding to its popularity, the ACC has been suggested to be the source of two ERPs that are quite prominent in the study of cognitive control: the error-related negativity (ERN; [@R18]) and the N2 ([@R58]). The ACC is activated by a wide range of cognitive demands ([@R22]) and is a prominent "blob" in many neuroimaging studies, which makes it difficult to ascribe any specific computational function to it. Indeed, contrasts showing activity in the ACC have been claimed to rely on processes as diverse as conflict detection ([@R5]), performance monitoring ([@R48]), action selection ([@R33]), and autonomous functions ([@R16]).

As described above, the ERN has been suggested to reflect the prediction error δ in reinforcement learning models ([Equation 2](#M002){ref-type="disp-formula"}, this study; [@R32]). Indeed, reinforcement learning models, and especially prediction errors, have been used extensively to describe activity in the ACC ([@R51]). Taking this approach a step further, [@R3] recently investigated processes related to the learning rate parameter in reinforcement learning models, *α* ([Equation 1](#M001){ref-type="disp-formula"}). As discussed above, the learning rate is typically set by the experimenter or estimated from the behavioural data and then kept constant. [@R3] introduced a further level of sophistication, arguing that the learning rate should be dependent on the rate with which the statistics of the environment change. The best estimate of the reward value of what is going to happen next is based on using the most relevant information available. Therefore, in a very stable environment that changes only slowly, participants should not just consider the outcomes of their most recent decisions but they should also consider historically distant information. Undue consideration should not be given to the most recent outcome, and estimates of future reward should not be dramatically changed if there is only a single surprising outcome. By contrast, in a very variable environment historically distant events are a poor guide to what will happen next, and relatively more weight should be given to information signalled by the most recent outcome. Thus, when the environment is stable it is preferable to have a lower learning rate, whereas when the environment is highly changeable or very uncertain only recent trials should be considered, and the learning rate should be higher.

The authors developed an explicit model of how participants integrated past information to select their choices on any given trial. Rather than fixing the learning rate *a* they constructed the model to not only update the value estimate *V* ([Equation 1](#M001){ref-type="disp-formula"}), but also its "trust" in the consistency of the environment. This model predicted behaviour better than competing reinforcement learning models that had fixed learning rates, suggesting that the brain indeed uses this parameter in its decision making. The model taking into account the consistency of the environment was even superior to models that had a separate, but fixed, *a* for stable and volatile periods. Subsequently, the authors showed that the volatility of the environment correlated with the BOLD signal in the anterior cingulate cortex. Although there are numerous studies that suggest a role for the anterior cingulate cortex in reward-based learning (e.g., [@R31]; [@R40]), this type of inference could only be made with a model-based analysis. Thus, the model-based approach is able to show that activity in the ACC covaries with the dynamics of certain computational variables even though conventional subtraction designs fail to do so. Formal model comparison allows the research to test which model provides the best description of the data.

Task switching in probabilistic environments {#s10}
--------------------------------------------

As a further illustration of a potential application of the model-based approach to cognitive control, we can consider data from a task-switching paradigm. Task switching is one of the most well-established paradigms in the study of cognitive control ([@R43]), requiring participants to switch from the implementation of one rule to respond to environmental stimuli to another rule. Following the results obtained by [@R3] and discussed above, we suggested that when participants are trying to learn which rule is appropriate in a given environment the influence of previous trials on the choice of rule might depend on the rate of change of the environment. We asked participants to perform a classification task in which stimuli had to be categorized based on either their shape or their colour ([Figure 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The correct rule was determined probabilistically, requiring participants to switch between using the different classification rules. Critically, the probabilities changed either infrequently (stable environment) or more frequently (volatile environment). Indeed, we found that in the stable environment participants took into account trials going back further in the past, while in the volatile environment only very recent trials were taken into account ([Figure 2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). By fitting a reinforcement learning model to the participants' behavioural data, we then determined the learning rate *α* for each participant in the different environments. The learning rate was significantly modulated by the volatility of the environment, with a larger *α*, indicating more influence of the most recent trials, in the highly volatile environment ([Figure 2d](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, a model such as the one described by [@R3], see above) provided a better explanation of the data than models with a stationary value of *α*. This example demonstrates that the model-based approach to data can be successfully applied to paradigms employed in the study of cognitive control and, moreover, that similar models might be applicable in different cognitive functions.

![Application of model-based analysis to examine the influence of the volatility of the environment on behaviour during task switching (N. Rolling, R. B. Mars, & M. F. S. Rushworth, personal communication, September 2008). (a) On each trial participants had to match a top stimulus to one of two bottom stimuli based on either the shape or the colour, (b) Which of these sorting criteria was correct was determined probabilistically. Critically, the rate at which the probabilities change differed between volatile (top) and stable (bottom) phases of the experiment. Figure indicates which rule was correct on any given trial, (c) Participants took into account a greater number of trials into the past in determining their selection criteria on any given trial in the volatile (top) than in the stable (phase) phase as determined by a regression analysis determining the influence of past trials on current trial criterion. ∗Indicates significant influence of this trial on the selected criterion on the current trial, (d) A reinforcement learning type model was fitted to each participant\'s data allowing an estimation of each participant\'s learning rate a in both the volatile and the stable conditions. As predicted, a was greater in the volatile than in the stable phase, indicating a greater effect of more recent trials. To view a colour version of this figure, please see the online issue of the Journal.](pqje65_252_f2){#F2}

Balancing speed and accuracy {#s11}
----------------------------

The speed--accuracy trade-off is one of the hallmarks of action control. It refers to the balance between the competing demands of deliberate choice and response or decision speed. The processes responsible for determining this balance have been studied extensively, resulting in a large behavioural literature and a range of formal models. Generally, these models take the form of an accumulator model, which commits to a decision when the evidence in favour of a particular response reaches a certain threshold. This type of modelling is consistent with known physiological data ([@R28]). The speed--accuracy balance is then implemented by raising or lowering the response threshold. Even though there is a large body of work investigating the mechanisms of the speed--accuracy trade-off, little is known about its neural basis. This is partly due to the fact that simple contrasts of conservative versus fast responses are difficult to control for confounding factors, such as difficulty and attention.

In a recent study, [@R24] attempted to circumvent these problems by using a model-based approach to study the neural substrates of the speed--accuracy trade-off. They used a version of the popular accumulator models, the linear ballistic accumulator ([@R6]). They fitted the model to each participant\'s behavioural data, estimating a parameter representing each individual\'s response threshold. BIC was used to determine that a model varying only this parameter allowed the best description of the data. The resulting parameter was then used as a covariate in a fMRI analysis of the same participant\'s BOLD data while performing the task. They then showed that a measure related to the estimated response parameter, the so-called "response caution," correlated negatively with BOLD signal strength in the pre-SMA (pre-supplementary motor area) and striatum. This suggests that participants who decreased their response threshold more in response to demands for faster responding had more activity in these two brain areas. These results thus show that the striatum has a role in adjusting response caution. Although this had previously been assumed by a number of computational models, this has proven difficult to determine experimentally. The combined use of computational models, fitted to behavioural data, and fMRI were, however, able to address this question.

P300: A model-based analysis of the event-related brain potential {#s12}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Our final example concerns a model-based analysis of the P300 component of the ERP. Although one might argue that the P300 is not a component traditionally studied in the realm of cognitive control, it has been associated with processes such as allocation of attention ([@R44]) and updating of the brain\'s internal models ([@R21]), both of which are relevant to the study of cognitive control. Furthermore, the discussed study is one of only very few studies applying the model-based approach to trial-by-trial fluctuations in ERPs. Given the large application of ERPs to the study of cognitive control, we believe this makes this example particularly useful for researchers interested in cognitive control.

Mars and colleagues ([@R41]) were interested in studying the factors modulating the amplitude of the P300 component of the human ERP. The extensive literature on P300 suggests that this component is involved in the updating of a contextual representation. This has been studied in a number of tasks, but the most famous example is in the context of oddball tasks, in which participants have to respond to a number of stimuli presented in succession. In these tasks, some of the stimuli are presented only rarely. The typical result is that participants respond slower and make more errors in response to the infrequent stimuli. Neurally, the infrequent response is associated with an enlarged P300 as compared to the frequent stimuli ([@R23]).

To investigate the role of the P300 in this so-called context updating more closely, [@R41] asked participants to perform a simple learning oddball task ([Figure 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Participants were first trained on the associations between four visual stimuli and four manual responses (button presses). Following this training, participants performed blocks in which the relative probability of the stimuli was manipulated. Participants were not informed of this manipulation, but were simply instructed to respond to each stimulus with the appropriate button press as quickly as possible. Context-updating models suggest that participants maintain a representation of the probability of each stimulus that is updated on each trial based on the stimuli encountered. Accordingly, the authors constructed a simple model, which treated participants as ideal observers who tried to learn the probability distribution of the stimuli presented. They assumed that each participant started with equal prior---that is, that all stimuli were equally probable---and updated the probability of each stimulus, *p(x~i~)*, on each trial:

![](pqje65_252_m3)

where *n*^*j*^~*i*~ refers to the number of occurrences of outcome *i* up until observation *j*, and the summation is over all *k* stimuli. From these estimated probabilities, they calculated on each trial the unpredictability or "surprise" of the presented stimuli ([Figure 3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Formally, the surprise *I* was quantified as the [@R54] information carried by the stimulus *x*~*i*~.

![](pqje65_252_m4)

Thus, if there had been very few occurrences of a stimulus *x*~*i*~ the information or surprise associated with an occurrence of that stimulus *x*~*i*~ would be high. Following the suggestion that it is these "surprising" stimuli that require additional attentional processing and updating of ongoing task processing it was hypothesized that this surprise would predict trial-by-trial changes in P300 amplitude. Rather than sorting trials by a prior frequency, as determined by the experimenter, this approach thus predicts trial-by-trial fluctuations in P300 amplitude based on the participant\'s internal, unobservable estimation of the stimulus probabilities. This simple model captures a number of features of the P300. For instance, the P300 to the second of two successive oddball stimuli is smaller than the P300 to the first oddball stimulus because the participant has updated the estimated probability of the occurrence of this stimulus following the presentation of the first oddball.

![Example of model-based analysis of event-related potential (ERP) data in a choice reaction time task, (a) Participants responded with button presses to visual stimuli presented every 2 seconds, (b) Manipulating the occurrence of different trials (top) allows calculation of surprise/\'Shannon information (middle) and Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (bottom) on a trial-by-trial basis, (c) Model comparison shows that surprise/Shannon information provides the best description of the data. Positive score on y-axis indicates evidence in favour of the surprise model as compared to a traditional analysis of variance (ANOVA) model and the KL divergence. From "Trial-by-Trial Fluctuations in the Event-Related Electroencephalogram Reflect Dynamic Changes in the Degree of Surprise", by R. B. [@R41], *Journal of Neuroscience, 28*, pp. 12539--12545. Copyright 2008 by the Name of Copyright Holder. Adapted with permission.](pqje65_252_f3){#F3}

In the example study discussed above, [@R41] tested not only surprise as defined in [Equation 4](#M001){ref-type="disp-formula"}, but also an alternative measure of context updating, the Kullback--Leibler (KL) divergence, which is a measure of the difference between the participant\'s estimated probability distribution before and after trial *j:*
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Bayesian model comparison was then used to compare these two candidate models and a third model, a traditional analysis of variance (ANOVA) model in which the trials were sorted by a priori stimulus category by the experimenter. As shown in [Figure 3c](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the surprise model provided the best description of the ERP data, better than the alternative KL divergence model and better than a traditional ANOVA ("subtraction design") model.

This example shows the feasibility of applying the model-based analysis advocated in this paper to more traditional psychophysiological measures, such as the event-related brain potential. Additionally, it provides a possible route to making the rather general theories associated with some ERP components, in this case the P300, more explicit and to formally test them.

CONCLUSION {#s13}
==========

We have discussed the use of model-based analyses of behavioural and neuroimaging data. These types of analyses are becoming more and more widespread, finding their way into not only the study of reward-based decision making, but also visual perception, motor preparation, and cognitive control. They offer the exciting possibility of investigating aspects of neural processing that are not directly observable using standard "subtraction" type designs. This approach might be particularly useful in the study of the neural substrates of cognitive control given the dependence of these processes on context, participants' expectancy, and trial-by-trial dependence. Moreover, they are being applied to an ever-extending range of neuroimaging techniques, using ever more sophisticated techniques.

However, this technique relies on a number of underlying assumptions. We have tried to make these assumptions more explicit and provide some pointers on the types of interference that can be reliably drawn from model-based analyses. We have illustrated a number of issues associated with these types of analyses. We have advocated a model comparison approach, in which a number of plausible models are tested against one another. The candidate models should be plausible, for example based on the underlying anatomy or proven ability of the model in other domains. However, even given these precautions, the inference is limited to the set of candidate models. An important problem is the level of description of this approach. Although this technique can differentiate between different algorithms that might be computed by the brain, it cannot tell us directly how an algorithm is implemented.
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Here, we consider the distinction between computation and algorithm heuristically useful, rather than suggesting that one can be drawn precisely in each case.
